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North America 1984
Western Canada

Bob Milward
Photographs 75 -80

The Canadian west is mostly known for the Rockies, but the Rockies are neither
the most extensive nor the highest range in the west. When travelling westwards
across Canada near the border with the USA, the last 800km (500 miles) are so
mountainous that the road is forced to run 1500km to reach the coast, for three
ranges lie between the Rockies and the sea.
The Rockies The Rockies are famous because they form the high watershed
which has to be crossed in order to cross the continent and because of the historic
problems involved in putting both road and rail across the Rogers Pass and the
Kicking Horse Pass. The modern Banff- Jasper highway now carries thousands
of tourists each year past a mouth-watering display of alpine peaks and huge
faces. Approaches are usually less than a full day and give access to climbs on
big-name peaks like Temple, Eisenhower, Kitchener, Alberta, Edith Cavell,
Columbia and Robson. Altitudes are mostly 3000-3600m with plenty of steep
faces of 900 -1200m and a few of l500m or more. The rock is limestone and tends
to be poor. These conditions give rise to brilliant N face routes reminiscent of the
Bernese Oberland, except that being so far from the coast, the air is drier and the
snow cover is not as heavy, nor are the glaciers as active. Unfortunately this does
not mean that the weather is particularly good. Unstable is the word, a recurring
feature being white-outs and mist.

The main body of the Rockies is about 500km long and 100km wide and
includes such a profusion of steep peaks that scope for new ascents is vast. There
are plenty ofvirgin faces for those in the know. Few of the biggest climbs have had
many ascents (see Mountain 98). The most notable is the N face of North Twin
Lowe/Jones 1974 at over l500m 5.8/A3 - six days and not yet fully repeated.
Despite an unusually good summer in 1984, little new was added in these
mountains, the main activists being busy either on new crag climbing or on
mountains further afield.

Because of the good road access and the cold winters, waterfall climbing
remains very popular. The latest ice tools have led to a general rise in standard and
speed, resulting in single day ascents of major routes and some spectacular solo
climbs. Some accidents last winter are a reminder that a rise in standards due to
technology is not necessarily accompanied by a rise in competence. The nature of
water ice climbing is different from Scottish or alpine ic~. At first it feels hard for
the grade because of steepness, exposure and poor tool penetration. However,
familiarity brings the realization that crampons inserted Icm into water ·ice are
rock solid, and that tube screws in solid ice really work. A curious side effect is
that water ice demands certain types of tools. My own favourites, which had
sailed up Les Droites N face and worked fine in Scotland, were pathetic
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compared with the local weapons. Current favourites are 'Tyrol' tools. These
have thin, straight picks with very fine teeth and not only place well, but can be
taken out fairly easily.

Recent developments include many moderate new routes and ascents of
remote peaks. In harder vein, 'Andromeda Strain' on N-N wall of Andromeda, a
mixed route of 600m 5.9/A2/Scottish IV ice by Cheesmond/Friesen/Blanchard,
took two days in late winter 1983. A more unusual event of note is the ski descent
of the usual N face route on Andromeda (450m, 55%) and the nearly complete
descent ofRobson by the Kain face, both in August 1983 by Peter Chrzanowski.

South of the main Rockies is the border with the USA, and north of the Mt.
Robson area there is only the Sir Alexander group over 3000m, though the range
continues for another 800km to the Yukon border. Two groups (Mt. Lloyd
George and Mt. Churchill) reach over nOOm. The whole area is very inaccessible,
and those teams that have gone in have not reported any particularly striking
mountain features.

Between the Rockies and the Pacific lie the Selkirks, Monashees and Coast
Ranges, with the N end of the Cascades poking over the border from the USA and
finishing in the Chilliwack area.
The Selkirks The next range west of the Rockies is the Selkirks. This holds
some fine granite peaks.
The Adamant Group North of the Trans-Canada Highway, the glaciated area
of the Adamant group with peaks of about nOOm has some fine, sharp granite
peaks and steep faces with up to 600m of vertical granite. Scope for new high
standard climbs is good. Access with enough gear for hard ascents is usually by
helicopter and backpacking with food and gear enough for hard technical
climbing is not appropriate. This is a popular and spectacular ski-touring and
heli-skiing terrain in winter.
Rogers Pass Area Centred on the Trans-Canada Highway, the Rogers Pass
area is popular because of the easy access. A few hours hike will reach climbing on
peaks of 3000m and there are huts available. This access gives the area year-round
popularity, providing middle grade mountaineering on good quartzite rock in
summer, and glacier ski-touring, and the odd frozen waterfall, in winter. The
1200m rock N face of Mt. MacDonald facing the highway is perhaps the biggest
of the steep faces in the group. The faces do not have the smooth appearance of
granite faces, but more the br:Qken appearance of Dolomite faces. However, the
rock is generally ofgood quality. Recent route includes Mt. Sir Donald (3297m) E
face direct by B. Fairley/H. Mutch - 760m rock and ice, 5.8, taking one and a
half days in August 1983.
Bugaboo and Vowell Groups Both these groups are part of the Purc,ells which
themselves are an offshoot from the Selkirks. Both groups contain fine sharp
peaks with steep granite faces. The Vowells are a small group immediately north
of the Bugaboos. The group is a glaciated area ofpeaks ofabout 2700m with faces
of up to 600m. Scope for new hard climbs is large due to the greater effort
required to reach the area. Access requires either a helicopter trip or a hard
backpack.

The Bugaboos are well known and reported. The peaks are glaciated, prime
granite rising to 3400m with faces to over 900m, and the area has long been called
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a 'little Patagonia'. Access is good, being along a driveable dirt road, followed by a
few hours hike to the hut or campsite. Because the area is mainly a rock-climbing
area, climbing is seldom good before July when the snow has cleared. The
climbing is excellent, and in good weather the area is very busy. All the major
faces and ridges have been climbed but there is still scope for good new routes.
Shorter routes up to 450m continue to be made, but the last route of any
consequence was the Spanish Route on the W face of S Howser Tower (5.1O/A2
- 4 days, 1983 by four Spaniards). This almost expedition/alpine attack is
regarded as an anachronism by North American climbers among whom
competent, lightweight, fast climbs are preferred. (Witness Peter Croft's solo
ascent of the Beckey/Chouinard on S Howser, the McCarthy route W face of
Snowpatch, McTech arete on Crescent Spire and NE Ridge of Bugaboo all in one
day.)
Valkyrie and Valhalla Groups These are two adjacent groups in a SW offshoot
of the Selkirks with granite faces of up to 600m on peaks of about 2400m with
limited glaciation. There are not too many hard climbing objectives, but most are
unclimbed due to either the need for a two to three day backpack or a helicopter
approach. There is good winter ski-touring and heli-skiing.
Monashee Range The next range west is the Monashees. Over 320km long,
the range only reaches 3000m at its N end near the Rockies. The higher points
further south are not known for spectacular climbing features. However, a lot of
the ground is very remote, and helicopters are the only reasonable access. In
winter ski-touring and heli-skiing are popular.
Chilliwack Group This is the N end of the Cascades most of which lie in the
USA. It provides fairly accessible mountaineering on peaks ofa lower level (up to
2700m). There is a variety of types of rock in the 2rea. The lower angle mixed
faces are up to 900m high, but steep rock faces only go up to about 600m, almost
the only exception being the well known NE buttress on Mt. Slesse at 900m. The
scope for new, big routes is limited, the steep granite walls on Rexford for
example giving 450m of vertical in a much bigger face. Most of the important
faces, ridges and features have routes and, though the scope for new routes is
vast, new faces ofany consequence are hard to find. Generally, all summits can be
reached in one day by the normal route from the nearest driveable logging road (a
robust vehicle or 4x4 is required). Winter climbing is difficult chiefly because of
the higher snowfall and warmer weather near the coast. It can be excellent, but
occurs too infrequently to make it popular. (Recent route: Mt. Rideout (2447m)
N couloir 760m rock band &75% ice crux. Bajan/Buszowski/Serl, January 1983.)
Anderson River Peaks A far flung outlier, the Anderson River peaks are not
obviously part of either the Cascades (Chilliwack area) or the Coast Range. They
provide excellent rock routes up to 760m long (though generally 460m) on elegant
granite peaks of 2000m, chiselled sharp and clean by long-gone glaciers. Access is
good, requiring only a walk of a couple of hours from 30km logging road.
However, it is seldom visited as it is a longish drive from the nearest towns. There
is considerable scope for new routes. The existing climbs go up to 5.1O/A3 and
need up to two days. (Recent route: Les Comes, c. 1800m face route, 600m
5.9/Al, lV2 days. Barley/Howe/Shackleton, 1982.)
Chehalis Range This is really part of the Coast Range, being close to
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Vancouver. The access is fairly easy, requiring three to eight hours hiking
(depending on objective) from a 3Skm logging road. The peaks are up to about
2 lOOm. There are a few permanent snowfields, and the climbs are mostly rock.
The rock is granite, but more weathered than the Bugaboos giving more cracks,
and a more broken appearance. There are rock faces offering up to 760m vertical
and up to 5.10. There is still plenty ofopportunity for new face routes, buttresses,
ete in the six or eight peaks of the group. (Recent routes: Mt. Bardean 200m
'Tuning Fork Buttress' N face 600m/S.1O rock, S. Flavelle/P. Beckham, July
1984. Viennese Peak 2 lOOm S face, 4S0m/S.1O rock, D. Serl/p. Croft, 1984.)
The Coast Range The Coast Range is more extensive, and in part higher
than the Rockies. It is next to the Pacific and therefore gets high snowfall (3-Sm
per year at altitude, near Vancouver - more further north and consequently is
highly glaciated. From Vancouver the range extends along the coast up the
Alaskan panhandle, nearly to the Yukon border. Technically it stops near
Skagway, where it joins on to the much higher St. Elias Range. This continues
through the Yukon and on into Alaska and the Wrangell and Chugach ranges.
The Coast Range rises straight out of the ocean to 1200-1S00m, with steep
glaciated fiords penetrating up to 130km inland, breaking the coastline into
dozens of islands and inlets where boat or plane is the only transport. Between
Vancouver and the Yukon border, the range runs 1400km and is crossed by only
five roads, only two of them paved. The highest point is Mt. Waddington, 4016m.
The potential for climbing is vast and what has been done so far is a drop in the
ocean.

Unlike the Rockies, an easy route round the Coast Range was possible via the
valley of the Fraser River. It was further south and warmer and as a result crossing
this range was not a necessity for the early settlers. The only industries are fishing,
logging and mining. Because of the difficult terrain, the coast remains un
developed, and the empty, inland side of the mountains has only the most
rudimentary access as almost nobody lives there.

The access to the lower peaks (generally climbed upon only if within one day's
drive of Vancouver) is difficult as the wet climate encourages lush forest with trees
and bushes up to 1800m. On a mountain face ofsay 600m it feels all wrong to still
be tying on to bushes for belays. Access on foot can be desperate, with no view
above, and dense bush underfoot on a mess of roots and fallen, decaying trees.
Two kilometres an hour may be good going on such ground. Ground access is
consequently very dependent on logging roads, and these vary from year to year,
washouts being common and a 4-wheel-drive vehicle with good clearance being
mandatory for serious mountaineers. Anyway, the forest belt usually involves a
climb of 900m before you get a view - a really tiresome and boring piece of
exertion for those used to Britain. Apart from a few regular favourites, climbing a
mountain here needs a weekend at least unless you are really fit and think nothing
of 1800m of ascent and 24km in a day - but for that the climb must not be so
technical as to require much gear. .

More than a day's drive from Vancouver, the picture changes radically. The
classic old-rimer's approach was to drive or boat to the end of road or lake and
then to backpack. But once the highest peaks had been climbed, planes and
helicopters started to be used. Seaplanes are the only quick transport on the coast
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and to inland lakes, and helicopters are used universally inland for logging,
surveying, and for supplying logging and mining operations. Hiring airborne
transport is possible almost anywhere, and is now almost an accepted form of
access for climbing.

Outside the 'long weekend zone' from Vancouver interest moves straight to air
access and the high peaks of 3000m or more. Dozens and dozens of peaks at
intermediate elevations (l800-2400m) up the coast remain untouched and with
the potential for expansion still left in the high groups there seems to be an almost
limitless supply of new climbing available for the future. Three of the more
important of the climbing areas are:
Michael's Sword, an area of sharp granitic spires to about 2700m near Skagway
presenting spectacular rock climbs of about 450m; Mt. Ratz, 3136m, a high
group on the Alaska/BC divide; and Devil's Thumb, 2767m, a well known
granite group on the Alaska/BC divide with spectacular walls. The hardest route
here to date is its N face (Stutzmann/Plumb, 4 days, July 1978) 1800m high, 57
pitches, 5.9, serious, well iced, and unrepeated. The area seems subject to very
unpredictable weather.
South Central Coast Range This area df the range has a concentration of
high mountains. The following are each mountain groups, usually called by the
name of their highest peak: Monarch (3570m), Waddington (4016m), Razorback
(325Im), Queen Bess (3289m), Good Hope (3235m), Gilbert (3109m) and
Monmouth (3l94m). The rock varies, but is mostly granite, and in some areas is
really excellent. Rock faces of 600m abound, nearly all unclimbed. The bigger
faces tend to be mixed and up to 1500m high. The most important area, and most
developed to date, is the Waddington group as it is the highest and contains
several other peaks with big faces: Tiedemann, Combatant, Munday, and the
Radiant Cirque.

The scope for new climbs at a good standard in these groups is high. Access is
possible from east or west. The E approach holds favour as it is in the rain-__
shadow, has better flying weather and is generally drier than the west. The bush is
also lower and less dense. From Vancouver a 12 hour drive leads to Tatla Lake,
and helicopters to the base camp ofyour choice. The flight will be between lOmin
and 1hr 20min at the maximum. A 30min trip will cost $400 and will carry two to
three people and gear for three weeks. In certain areas a hike out is possible, but
usually the return trip will cost the same again. The trip out can carry more people
if you can combine parties to reduce cost. Expedition planning here can
degenerate into lengthy calculations about ski or float planes, helicopters, speeds,
sizes, payloads, availability, and alternative starting points. Conversely, transport
is no problem, you can always just go and hire as necessary. The only adverse
results are that you may spend a few more dollars.
Recent climbs in the area include:
Mt. Tiedemann, 3848m, S face/W buttress, 1370m. Rock rib/3 days. G. Collum/
C. Gerson, August 1983.
Mt. Tiedemann S face/E buttress, 1520m. Rock rib/3 days. J. Nelson/W. Pilling,
August 1983.
Mt. Bell, 3278m, NE Ridge, 2440m vertical! long easy ridge. M. Down/J. Howe,
August 1984.
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Serra Ill, 3642m, N Ridge, IS20m, mostly ice rib, rock to S.7/2Vz days.
D. Canton/B. Kay/R. Tomich, August 1984.

The Coast Range of BC offers a form of mountaineering which is probably
unique in the world today: the monster ski traverse. Because of the heavy
glaciation and snow cover and the extensive spread of mountains it is possible to
ski for weeks along the range, knocking off peaks here and there along the way. In
May 1983 John Baldwin, the leading exponent of this super-Nordic style trip
completed what must be one of the world's classics: a 200km trip with a height
gain (and loss) of ISOOOm starting north of Waddington and penetrating the
central high groups and crossing them due south to emerge on the coast after 21
days, IS camps and many pauses for peak bagging and fun skiing. The logistics of
this four-man trip centred around three air food drops before starting. The
unique quality I speak of is the start from a dirt road end, and the finish at another
roadhead two or three kilometres from the sea, with not another person or
manmade object between. There is scope for maybe a dozen such traverses in the
range without any overlapping.

In similar vein, but solo, John Clarke has been working away at the lower peaks
for years. Between the high groups and the ocean is a sea of 1800-2400m peaks
riddled with fjord inlets, and usually working from these he has been exploring
the maze of glaciers and peaks. In 1983 John Clarke had two trips into the peaks
round the Machmell River drainage area west of Waddington. That same year,
John Baldwin was investigating the peaks round the Orford River drainage south
of Queen Bess. Bad weather and snow conditions thwarted their attempts, but in
May 1984 they joined forces for a 29 day traverse round the Machmell River area
(three food drops) and climbed 20 new peaks. In July they visited the Orford
River area, and climbed ten new summits. Including another eight week solo trip
by Clarke, this year accounted for 'the first ascent of S9 peaks! Excepting the
spring trip, all the peaks are within 200km of Vancouver. While the hard alpinist
may think - 'Ah - these are only easy peaks, snow domes with jagged crowns,'
out of every dozen visited, a prime face of 900m will usually be discovered and
stored away for those in the know.
Other Areas in British Columbia On my sketch map I have shown the
central area of BC without major mountains. Larger scale maps show ranges and
peaks between 1200 and 2700m. However, there is little in terms of hard alpine
mountaineering available. The biggest single range omitted is the Cariboo which
is generally big but not technical, being popular for winter ski-touring and
heli-skiing. The main problem of course is access. Helicopter or float plane is the
only feasible transport, which turns everything into an expedition. When I
checked various maps I found peaks with up to 300m height error, and peak
names migrating - and these are current publications!
The Yukon The SW Corner of the Yukon is famed for the St. Elias range
where the coast range of the BC-Alaska panhandle turns the corner into Alaska
proper. The highest peak, Mt. Logan (60S0m) is a great sprawling mass with a
tremendous relief above the surrounding glaciers and still presents unclimbed
faces and ribs. Generally this area and the Alaskan ranges are fairly well covered
by mountaineering publications of several nationalities. The rest of the Yukon is,
however, liberally covered with mountain ranges (my tourist road map shows a
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further 25 named ranges). Very few have been seen by climbers. The short season
and extreme remoteness has led to comparatively little exploration. The two best
known areas are the Tombstone Group just north of Dawson and the 'Cirque of
the Unclimbables', north east of Tungsten.

The Tombstone Group is known chiefly because its impressive rock towers are
visible from the highway north of Dawson, and are featured prominently in
'Come to the Yukon' literature. The rock appears to be granite, and several teams
have climbed there, the area being accessible from the road. Technical rock
routes ofup to 900m have been made but the area has a reputation for loose rock.

The Cirque of the Unclimbables is compact and has gained quite a reputation
because of the exceptionally fine granite towers which have been featured in
articles in the popular climbing press. The summits are about 2300m and present
sheer faces of up to 700m. Access involves a plane from Watson Lake or
helicopter from Tungsten. Weather is not very reliable. This year has seen the
first face route on the tower left of Lotus Flower; 'Terror Tower'. (The Eric
Weinstein Memorial Route', 600m. 5.1O/A3, mostly aid/3 days, August 1984).

In conclusion, the Canadian West contains a vast number of mountains. There
is immense scope for new climbs and first "ascents of peaks at all degrees of
difficulty. The scale and the problems are very different from the UK or the Alps,
but so are the rewards.

With thanks to the following for their assistance: Robin Barley, John Clarke,
Bruce Fairley, Jim Haberl, John Howe, Moira Irvine, Bruce Kay, Don Serl.
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